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Artist’s rendering of an electronic device hosting Majorana fermions. The semiconducting nanowire (cylindrical structure) has a diameter of 100 nanometers and lies atop a gate structure consisting of many metallic stripes. The nanowire is contacted at the top with a gold electrode and at the bottom with a superconducting electrode (shown in blue). See page 1003.
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A Mitochondrial Pyruvate Carrier Required for Pyruvate Uptake in Yeast, Drosophila, and Humans

D. K. Bricker et al.
The genes encoding two components of the pyruvate transporter in mitochondria have been identified.
10.1126/science.1218099
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Identification and Functional Expression of the Mitochondrial Pyruvate Carrier
S. Herzig et al.
Two components of the mitochondrial pyruvate transporter confer transport activity when expressed in bacteria.
10.1126/science.1218530
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RECURRENT HEMIGYOSUS DELETIONS IN CANCERS MAY OPTIMIZE PROLIFERATIVE POTENTIAL
N. L. Solimini et al.
The genomes of cancer cells have preferentially lost genes that inhibit cell growth.
10.1126/science.1219580
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THE STRUCTURES OF COPI-COATED VELOCITIES REVEAL ALTERNATE COAT-CONSISTING CONFORMATIONAL INTERACTIONS
M. Faini et al.
The flexible coat complex makes contact with a variable number of neighbors and coats vesicles of variable size.
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A REDUCED ORGANIC CARBON COMPONENT IN MARTIAN BASALT
A. Steele et al.
Analysis of 11 martian meteorites reveals complex hydrocarbons associated with magmatic minerals in 10 of them.
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HESPERIAN AGE FOR WESTERN MODUSAE FOSSAE FORMATION, MARS
J. R. Zimbelman and S. P. Scheidt
Counts of impact craters provide age for a region on Mars close to the landing site of rover Curiosity.
10.1126/science.1220715
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